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Welcome!
I'm so glad you're here and you've entered my world. If we haven't met
before I’m Kylie and apart from being a complete Abbaholic I’m also the
person behind the Quiz Funnel Formula.

I discovered the power of quizzes back in 2016 when I was looking for
new ways to promote my digital course company. It was love at first click
because this was lead generation on steroids.  

Very quickly though I realised there was a complete strategy behind
quizzes that went far beyond the magazine quizzes of the 80s such as,
‘Are You Way Too Obsessed With Your Ex?’ Or ‘Is Your BFF Really On Your
Side?’        

So naturally, I developed my own Quiz Funnel Formula, to help other
creators like you, take the stress out of building a lead magnet that
actually works and converts. So let's create some quiz magic.

 Kylie x



Why usea Quiz
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They quench our irresistible thirst for self-knowledge
 

It’s interactive marketing at it’s best
 

They allow you to be super specific with your audience
 

They build your knowledge and allow you to segment

No 1: Our thirst for Self-Knowledge
There’s a certain amount of psychology behind this and it relates
to our thirst for self-knowledge. If we see a quiz on Facebook that
asks a leading question and tells us to click here to find out the
answer, often, if it’s something we want to know, we’ll click. 

It’s human nature. So when you use a quiz for your business that
asks a question you know your audience has, that’s clickable, that’s
where the magic is. 

There’s something very powerful about going through a quiz that
gives you an outcome that relates to where you’re actually at in
your business or your life.

Bottom line your audience feel seen, heard and understood. That’s
a very potent mixture that leads to building that know, like, trust
factor with them.
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No 2: Interactive Marketing
Secondly, they’re interactive and all the research I’ve done leads to
the fact that interactive is here to stay. The more interactive the
better from your audience’s point of view. 

We all know that our attention span is short so it’s becoming more
and more important to not just get people’s attention but to keep
it, and that’s where quizzes do such a good job. Interactive beats
passive hands down every time. 

A quiz allows you to be specific. Most of us have a diverse
audience at different stages and trying to speak to all of them is
hard. What other lead magnet lets you impart information that is
relevant and specific to the person reading it, rather than it simply
being a generic eBook, Guide, cheat sheet etc. that’s covering all
the feelings of your audience? 

It gives you that opportunity to get inside the head of your ideal
client to a point where they turn around and say, oh my goodness,
that’s exactly how I feel. This person actually gets me and
understands me. 

It’s the difference between buying a ‘one size fits all’ outfit when
you could buy a 'custom tailored, made to measure', one that makes
you feel like a million dollars. 

No 3: The Power of Specificity
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No 4: Audience Knowledge
Finally, they give us an unparalleled knowledge about our
audience. Through our quiz questions, if you structure them
properly, you can find out what they struggle with, their fears, their
desires, their hopes. 

Everything you need in order to be able to segment them into
different categories based on this information, which then allows
you to send them very targeted marketing that speaks directly to
them. There is no other lead magnet than can do this.



What purpose does your quiz have? Is it to sell more of
your services? Is your quiz going to be your main lead
magnet? Is your quiz going to be specific to one of your
offerings? Are you designing it to lead your quiz takers into
a webinar, a challenge or product launch?

Brainstorm the goal of your quiz. Step - 01
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And now...
the Action Steps

Notes



There are three main types of quizzes - Evergreen, Launch
or Sales.

What type of quiz do you want 
to create?

Step - 02
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the Action Steps

Notes



Analyse the questions being asked and see what you
respond to and what you don't. Read through the results
and the emails that come through so you can get a real feel
for how each quiz is structured and the goal of it. Also take
my Quizpreneur quiz so you can see exactly how I create
one too. www.kylielang.com/quizpreneur

Find 3 other quizzes in different niches 
and take them.

Step - 03
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the Action Steps

Notes

https://www.kylielang.com/quizpreneur/


Look at the questions you get asked on a regular basis.
Audit your FAQS, do a mine of your Inbox and look for
common questions your clients are always asking you. If
you have a Facebook Group ask your group about their
biggest struggle, do a poll on Instagram. 

Make a list of 3-5 big questions you could
answer with a quiz.

Step - 04
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the Action Steps

Notes



The big question you need to ask is how do you want them
to feel when they finish the quiz. Where do you want to
take them next and what action do you want them to take?

Think about the outcomes your quiz 
could provide and jot them down.

Step - 05
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the Action Steps

Notes



Define three to four personality types that would describe
the members of your audience. Start with what you already
know. Who makes up your audience, and what personality
traits do you see among them? 

Decide on the name for each of your 
quiz results (between 3-4)

Step - 06
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the Action Steps

Notes



Try to write your quiz questions with one or two real
people in mind who are already in your audience. There are
three main question types, diagnosis, non-diagnosis and
lead generation.

Start to map out your quiz questions.Step - 07
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the Action Steps

Notes



Let me introduce you to...
READY TO BRING IN Leads ON AUTOPILOT?

The Done in a Day
VIP Intensive

Pre-VIP Day Zoom Brainstorming Session
(usually around 60 mins)
Full Quiz Strategy With All Elements
Covered
Quiz Topic and Clickable Title &
Description
Quiz Outcomes Mapped Out 
Results Template with plenty of ideas on
how to personalize them (you fill in the
gaps)
First Draft of Your Quiz Questions &
Answers
Email Nurture Campaign Outline &
Strategy
Quiz Setup on Interact (Redeemable
Within 3 Months of Purchase)
Instructional Loom Video (full instructions
on how to implement & complete your
quiz)

This is a ‘Done With You’ (DWY) Service so
perfect for those who want the strategy &
full blueprint but are happy to implement
themselves with access to my Quiz Funnel
Brain. 

WHAT'S ON THE MENU?

CLICK TO FIND 
OUT MORE

https://www.kylielang.com/done-with-you-package
https://www.kylielang.com/done-with-you-package


What My Clientshave to say
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"If you need help creating your quiz – HIRE
KYLIE! 
She helped to take my vision and turn it into
a tangible quiz. She created the questions,
the flow, the results page copy, and post
quiz email sequence. I was so surprised at
how well she was able to take notes and
turn it into content that perfectly fit my
voice. She’s brilliant and will help you create
a quiz you are confident in that gets results!"
KATIE ZACCARDI Music Mentor & Coach

“I LOVE my quiz and so does everyone that
goes through it! And that is all thanks to
Kylie!
I knew I wanted a quiz for my business and I
had had it on my list for ages, however I
didn’t really know where to start, what
system to use and how to get the tech to do
the very clever things I wanted. 
Kylie was a pleasure to work with and really
knows her stuff! Every step of the process
was easy and enjoyable and the end result
was a quiz that is brilliant and so fit for
purpose. ”
TERESA HEATH-WAREING Online Entrepreneur



Who is Kylie Lang?
Kylie is a Quiz Funnel Strategist who first
discovered the power of quizzes through her
own digital course company 6 years ago.
She's spent that time refining her process to a
point where her very first quiz now
consistently brings in 10,000+ leads every,
single year.

She's learnt from the best having studied with
Ryan Levesque the founder of the Quiz
Funnel Masterclass and the original creator of
quiz funnel lead magnet as we know it today.

Her clients include course creators,
photographers, brand designers, yoga
instructors, wedding planners, real estate
agents, coaches in all sorts of different
disciplines and too many other niches to
mention.

"Kylie gives such detailed and valuable content and guidance in creating your
own quiz funnel. She makes it super engaging with a clear plan to implement once

your quiz has launched. Nothing was too much trouble and my quiz has
completely blown me away with how well it's performing AND I can finally say I

enjoyed creating a funnel."
DIANA MCMANN - Business & Lifestyle Coach
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